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Dear ,toward, 	 9/2/72 
This is a semi-euphoric eoment for Lie. I :slop 8 houre last night! Took two hitches 

to make but, but I did!. A ran: thing. It has, as it always does, left me eleyeically tired 
and almost a bit fuzzy in the head. It is strange what a full night of sleep does fur Le. 

I needed it. Yesterday was a bad day in many ways. first zit of all, it was a good nay 
in terms of accomlishment. What ie bad ie that none of it should have been eeceeeary. I 
left at 8 for Washington, after beednaing a memo on The Watergate Caper, ork on one thing, 
the draft of an affidavit for James Earl Ray with dim until 2, anu then had no tine for any 
of the other Ray eork. I feel I ought not have to do any of this, it being the nob.; of te 
lawyers; yet realize I must, for despite Oim' first-rate intentions anu eood [And, he lacks 
experience and after all this time hasn't mastered the fact. Then I walked the errant 
nrephw (if you haven't le-rned th lingo of the underworld, this means he is not in jail 
but walked out) after a ne- stupidity where his lawyer, had the advice becn followed, would 
have had him in jail. This one I was on the spor for only by acciuent. I had prosiced him 
I'd go with him on his monthly visit to bin probation officer, who left early the night 
before. It turns out a policeman had been to see him in the a.m., hadn't seen his car and 
assumed he wars not home, he saw the cop, told no about it, and I insisted that with the time. 
not needed for the probation officer we see what the police wanted. This gesture wae the 
beginning of a series of fortunate accidents that made this break poseible. The big thing 
was not me by two very decent and quite professional) detectives. It was a great sensation, 
after some of my eeperiences, to find two detectives on one case of whom I can honestly say 
that they really knee their business and are, at the same time, concerned Wean beings. I 
had spent some time with one awaiting the other and we established a kind of arrport 
helped. It give you a reading on the parents of kids in trouble, he could remember but a 
single recent case in which any adult had had any interest in a kid in trouble, one father. 
In his experience, n“ver an uncle. Am I saying enough for my peers and today's world? But 
with this nephew, I fear this, the third stupidity and criminal act from .one of which he 
derived or could have derived any profit is thie last so far as all of us are concerned. 
His widowed mother just won't be able to take any more. The lawyer told no that while the 
chances are against it, the sentence can be up to 25 years. I expect him to get no time if 
he behaves. If he doesn't and is again in trouble despite the loss quality of the instittions, 
my one effort whill be to get him inottituionalised. Between this and waste,. time on hay 
there has been a incredible drain on mine. That took from before 3 until 1000 last night. 

Anyway, the combination ,rats me in a pretty good mood. I can evenforget more incredible 
legal stupidities in the Ray case I couldn't discover until I had a chauce for the first 
time to read some of the basic papers in the Ray ease that only naturally had been withheld 
from me for more than u year because I am the investigator on the case.You'll learn about 
that 4th a carbon. 1 first read your letter of th,  30th, because there was enough of a 
volume of these Rey papers I knew I'd not finish them. The only other lett er yesterday was 
a delight about which you'll also learn via carbon, norgan. 

Glad your revision is completed. I'd have aesuned that is what kept you busy had you 
not omitted saying it. The omission is what made 42 wonder if something were wrong. I'm glad to Know about the shall we say ineffeciency of the nail? Hirt pay it no heed. et may 
be all just accident Leel if it isn't it is self-castrating to be concerned about it. 

What you describe that disepirited you is nornal. It is not only a period in intellectual 
growth - everytbody treats you otherwise but you have had only 19 years of experience with 
life and moot of thee don't count - and a natural consequence of your situation, about which 
you could really do nothing, real frustration. You are right in believing Betting back to 
school will make a vast difference. And editing a completed work ie_a drag anyway. The fun 
is in the creation for most minds. You are fortunate in the advice ink gave the press, for 
with the Lattimer-hcaylen-Wecht combo not taking that stuff our would have been fatal. Rside 
from this it was good advice anyway. 

1 think the whole business with Cyril et al was eore involved in this than you, that 
you comprehend only part of the reason. You are right in that in wee, an I believe I tried 
to encourage yoe to believe at the first :IiLA of distress, what you call "abenefical 
experience". I think it was a bit more than that anu a bit different. Of course the emotinal 
toll was groat. Bed to ee. I think you can imagine that I had a similarexperience with it, perhaps a little .:.ore of it. Ile are, however, less demigod than I had believed possible. 
Lyril also is. But I wonder if his ego will let him ever understand this. I have written 
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him ,iith sane severity after a long period of silence. have not, as e have come to learn Gary and Jerry have, written round-robin letters. I have stayed out excejt where i felt the interests of others were involved, and here I mean you, Gary, Jerry ane eylvia. may not see it teat way now, eut I think in time Syleia will. What Gary Line Jerry did is so utterly foreign to the kind of young men they are, so completely unethical and simultaneously futile, I doubt they'll cone to drips with it. it is easier to regard tae as at fault, satisfy themeelvos that way, Line just shun the whole thing on this basis. Both were atypically stupid with it, which will not please themselves with themselves in their own thoughts. However, the hat to me, personally, still possible, is still great. The collective hurt remains great if Cyril proceeds firther with hie; insanities. This is why e have taken the unsubtle 2x4-to-the-head approach with him. G nerally people react strongly against this kind of approach, but with Cyril's clear record of refusing to think Weed to the no., not reasonably doubted one of ulterior motive, if I think the prospects of reaching him are not good, it is also clear that no other approach has any chance. As a matter of fact, several days ago I wrote a letter iatehdine,it for ninny mite ridiculing this whole affair, hoping also to make them thing, but I heven t rear, it ran:: have decide_ whether to send it. 
I'm glad you remember that despite py strong opposition to the whole thing I still sent you so long a letter on hoe he could be helped if his purposes were serious, and how he could be protected from his own stupidities and bad purposes. That must have: been :3,000 to 4,000 words of time. I wonuer if eylvia or eery of Jeryy could believe I could and did do this? They are so the creatures of their own ievolvemente and their ewn doubts about them and, I think, oe their inability to do anything about eomething anout ..hick they are serious. Thu real.tragedy is eylvia's, for she has the capacity as none other. Her situation and the discrimination against woven typical of this corruet society are what prevent her continuing putting her inordinately fine mind to work on this. r'or all their good intentions, Gary and Ferry have done nothing of any significance and can't. 
I think it debt help liylvia ,ork her way meet out of this if you told her the story about your plan, my letter, your repeated and unanswered calla to WechI, mine of an earlier period of eeich you hies from my files, the fulinese and openness with which I dealt with him, including with the content of the new thal part of PM that she and he have not seen, and anything; else you coneider relevant. 1 may include an extra carbon of this for that purpose, leaving the decision up to you. That ie what I thought driving home last night and one is in the machine in cane I think this fury be a good approach. I leave the final decision up to you. I think that unless and until she realises that she did not really understand Cyril, of who we all had the heebest openionmp personally ana profeseionally, she will be troubled by this and her part in it. 

We are in basic agreement on the possibilities of the time he was preeparue to devote to eadh item. I regard yours as optimistic, but we agree that even that was :tot enough tlue, so there is no dispute. You can learn from this one eart a method of thinking or yourself that in the future might bu helpful to you in Lakiag your odn anakyais. moos it not ,trike you mu; strange that all these people who know so much about a subj ct wore blind to this? Do you not also realize that with the actualities eruenallisie at the Archives it could have worked out to as little as perhaoe less than a minute for each piece if he seent an entire day on it, the era representation of his plane that I got frog the OTIe people? and I think coming from him originally anu repeated to eta by someone else. But regardless of how one figures the einutes per, teis kind of analysis eliminated any need to consider motive, a hangup, I'm sure, for everyone ecept me and possible in the latter stages you: it just could not be the kind of serious examination represented and pr Bonded. I have done some oC this kind of thing with fewer materials. When I "lost" in court and got what you know is a real victory ana, after more gightine, got them to take the kinds of pictures I wanted, there were, as I recall, bu sic pictures, taken two time, meaning tso visits, and each tai most of a morning where 1 knew what Cyril will never begin to kuoe to begin with. Thio is what real exaeination of such evidence requires, time, much time. I an confident e have spent more time on one thing;, the holes in the garments, that Cyril has on the entire subject. Dick and I did not discuss this, as I recall, when he phoned. I remember writine him about this only when I felt you might be taxed and from your inexperience not know where to turn. You will remember I suggested if your found couneel with your father inadequate 



to turn to Dick. lou then need not expert advice freee ono who knew all the intimate details 
but just an older person you trusted to consult. I am certain I tole hick rathee litae of 
what wae involved to prepare him. eo, if we diecussed it when he ehoned, it as not in axis 
cktail, and we had little oorreependence on this, none confidential, when he started hearing 
from others. I heard of Litton se* from Wen sine FA, for example. 1 know he had some contact 
with Gyril, Jerry and Gary, but not the extent and nature and don't care, haven't seiked. I 
am pretty sure I agent him none or virtually no carbons, for I did not want to widen any 
gape of which there wore then too many and I believe I .:ill in the future coma to feel too 
few. Wry have to separate from the past six separate the ant from control over the changing 
future. Here I want you to do your own thieking eeetn. ey own view is clear, as it has 
been, but you also have to think thin through for yourself, as I triad to help you do when 
you were confronted with the recent mesa. }iy view in thot the intellectual capacity (Sylvie'e) 
and the good intentions (everybody's, even to a degree yril:s), can't be controlling when 
judgements m.st be rnado and those seeking to meke them haven t the factually basis for really 
making them. These also were dominated by emotions. I exprese mine, sometimes with too 
much haste and emotion, but for the most part they do not control what I do. example: telling 
you to be Independent of me and in the end how to help Cyril when I saw the new troubles 
ahead. Our emotions were of different kind and that in itself eaue a difference. 

There is nothin to be eained in rehashing 6yril's rehash. In fairness to him this 
peacyunes Graham had a needleoe dirtiness in his piece; that the Cele provided him with 
transportation. I needled jim about this yesterday, and he laughed and said it was to 
more than sob emith meeting him at the erchites and driving hem to, I theekeithe airport. 
I know from peraoeal experience how kiserly Cyril can be, but I don't thins for a minute 
that he armed bud to pay hie transportation or that had he, eud would have. It is minor 
except ae illumination of Graham by Graham. But I had that in 1966 and needed no more, 
as peehaps even Sylvia will remember when he once impressed her with a call. 

eo point isle takine tees for the purposes of the Watson rook review nor. It is dated, 
but when you are here we can discuss it. That is a subject on which `ail kpepe a file and we 
can then go over it. 

Khruachev Correspondence files It is, the folder, still in the TIGEil file. contents gone. 
I don't think Jerry would have done anething on purpose with it, don t know if he ever; 
looked in that file, but he is such a slob in his ways there is no telling what he might 
have done and genuinely forgotten. If it is gone, it is a real loss for we. I have spent 
some time looking for it. 

Fotoeacs is general I agreewith you. I  sight got a step further and say that this new 
flap can bring about an adverse change. But I'll also lake another aver nob. Frors the first 
I have been will as t risk the head on the block. I have no real cheice and I still find 
it attached. If it in honest,if it in not edited from the fora in which it was described to 
me, it can do us some good. We wile not all appear to be nuts. I saw but two pages, 1 asked 
to see but the single part of which I spoke when I learned of it by accident. -each man 
takes his own epproaah. In Smith's position, I'd ask the subject to road the piece. He 
hasn't. I take this to mean that he'd regard it as an effort to intrude upon his independence 
were I to ask, so I don't. I learned my lesson on this with ea:store. I can only hope that 
;Smith doesn't with me! I was quite surprised when his direction changed for the orieenel  
interest was in the "Can Mr. Weisberg Translate" throat/challenge. All I know is that it 
is inordimitely long and a reporter who knows oik: and rear it says it is a good piece. es 
of pechaps a eanth ado. I've not even tried to speak to Smith since. Put if you regard the 
possible advantages of this as "recoessition", then sou take a different vies than I. eecoge 
nition in itself serves the ego only. There are times that can have short—lived emotional 
benefits, but no wore. eereuit of it is futility and unhealthy. It toes nothing if it does 
only that. unless that leads to what it _ould be folly to expect. 

Gary's letter: es I remember it, the only critic to whom I rent a copy was eery, and 
I asked her to do what she did, sent it to you. eay had and still has only copies of some 
or my files, such is my selfishness and ply paranoia. When this Gary/Jerry thing happened I 
told her the experience, one I n ver expected, wao too much and I'd like to have them back. 
pine ohoneee me and e lamed for the first time of the most serious and tragic accidents 
and develoements in her family. she aekee me about it, I told her, she eeid she'ed write 
dory right away .she is very fond of him), I counselled her aeainst it, an so she could see 
for herself the basis of ey view and counsel Ieent this with the injunction I imposed upon 



you, that it never be used adverse to his eereonal iu,erest. I  have ;levee sought vengeance, 
not, at 1 neet, iance my World War II experiences, ene woulu ,sot consider chaneine this 
basic philosophy now. Despite the great laer Guy's poor judgeeent has bruught ua, ane need 
I tell you of more tha seed when he know what he die and told nobody until he finally 
court:8nel it to Lil and ex: in person this paet January, I have no desire to hurt hie. His 
hurt to hi meelf will at some point be cooprehennible to him anu th.t will be more than 
enough pain for hiu. lie has uut, by the way, reoponued to that letter. IL, you know now, 
he sieply cannot. I can have oule sympathy for him now if he is able to confront the 
reality of what he did and how he behaved. 

It is eore culpable than you realize, for eery 'rue: a point. sae knew of another such 
think that you have forgotten. Ue also hint that and saw my oeigenals. dhat he we really 
doing was maiden; it clear which one he wanted to steal. de had no use for the wrong one. 
Remind me and I'll show you. It also is in P11 III(new).0r, even less than no possibility 
of innocence. 

Kelley letter: as you by now know, he did one oe the two things I concidered possible 
and you have seen what I have (lone with it. This now lays still another basis for rectification 
of evil, should that become necessary. Can you now understand why I eelayed so long doing 
anything about it? I'm not by any means my timing was correct, but i cu.:cite:a to wait, thinking 
months age waiting was probably better. 

Norgan; ok on routine. I'll be using a bit of this in the (ugh=) epilogue to the 
epilogue. 

Hadeseeamelot: forget. All done. Ditto Houver-eanklet 9/23/64. In lei 
Sprague: enclosed. eon't bother returning. You :Ay hear more o, this in Realist, etc. 

eugeest you ignore. .Karsner and a dedicated woman, ow ]3russell, are bringing out another 
Joseten, I regret. he means so well? 

It is right that I am not privy to your correspondence eith Sylvia on the entire 
mess an'. I huvu no interest in ever knoeing about it. I would anticipate that all of this 
has cuusee eiylvia even more grief. I ae confident she lee to have hate eieeivings iu 
adavauce from the nature of her correspoudence with sae and her atypical leek of contact 
with realities snot the record in it. Sylvia has a trumenduous eine, and if yo,; send her a 
copy of tne it wile not be news to her that thin is uy belief. however, I have always 
felt that the beet way to approach such things ie head on. I find recent confirmation 
in an AP story quotin  ean Selye, who is a pioneer in the field he titled, ".;tress". ue 
says the eame thing Ina different ways that the stresees of uodurn life are not relieved 
by more leisure tine but by work and ieeeesion in work anu the stresses themselves. So, 
while telling you to use your own jmeeeeent, it is uinu that eylvia, uuless she is quite 
ill, will come out of this ok when she confronts it directly, puts it all together for 
herself, and comes to her own undeestanding. I on t for a ninute thing she has any God- 
like concept oe self, does not consider she can t make istakee, for long beeorul her nee, 
which in less than mine, one realizes that eithetbe best of intentions error can t be 
avpided. However, it is possible that she might be pretty ill, so be careful and see if 
you can got a basis for decision. Perhaps when she writes you again you'll find it. The 
two things coning together may have been a hard blow. That medical change must have been 
a severe strain on the body. Don't lose eight of this possibility, please, anu what it 
may have done, especially by way of weakenine  her. More you should also consider that the 
conditions of her work are very hard., draining both mind and body, and all of this came at 
the one time she could have had to restore herself, her vacation. Be very careful not to 
go farebur than ehatever you may have in writing her until you set a dependable reading 
on her present physical and emotional condition. By note I would estisato that the Cyril 
thing weights heavily upon her emotions. 

ehat I really want to do and what I'm taking all this time for it to put all of this 
and all of the questions behind us so that we can spend as much ae possible oz' our time 
constructively. Tnere remain eorries, as I've already indicated. I've done what 1 now can 
to aeeress them anu I'll let the rest await the future. 

I disagree with your evaluation of the eimee piece as "worse than I would have expected". 
This is your opinion. ey opinion ie that it is lens hurtful than I expected because it did 
not require reaction. It was the reaction e east feared. The basic damage in there, but not 
as bauly as 	have expected. We have the wierd combination I never expected fix to find 
in Cyril to thanks for this. I over-eatiwatee his profeseioneliam. I was too generous in 
attributing hie lack of understanding of the e 	 0 anol report to hasty reaeine. 	just isn't 
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with it outside his lab. .iith his scalpel in hand he must be great. lie is i.mpreeeive 
beyond deecrietion on t r witness stand - if he knows what he L. talking about. The one 
tine I've seen him I =ex saw to it that he enta.,: what he was taleing about. Lio, I guess 
thio, too, helped mi.: deceive eyeelf about his professionalism, 

Whenever the tine comes that you consider Sylvia should 'aloe what is in my files 
of correepondence .lith him 4aal your personal enowledge of other things, as what I told him, 
you have my permission to say or not say whatever yeu consider appropriate, ..ith the one 
injunction: eothing to hurt him personally and her agreement never to Bo Wee it. In recent 
years y h ve come to understand that much of the Old Teatament seems to be part of me. The 
eye-for-an-eye part is not. You knee that I ehoule halt: had do•ibts about hie motives 
earlier than I 	and there is no need to sppre me on this. There my judgement failed. 

should have broken off from him completely when he didn't respond to ray offer of a joint 
thing that, depending only upon his capability, could have broken thie thing several years 
ago. '2.o flesh of us all is controlled by our minds that become the captives of our desires, 
so we can and do all of tee make these eietak.es. I w nted to trust Cyril too much, i was 
overly4impressed with him, I was too uncritical, and all of these things led me to ey 
own laietekes, which I saw too late. I don't hide it from eyself. So, if you decide to go 
onto this Ath Sylvia, which should thereafter be contrce_lee by her willingness, don't 
suear coat it. and I suggest that you let i En:aft voice rather than written comeunication. 
Not to hide a written record but so there can be dialogue and that any question she say 
have can be addreseed. If she has the questions possible, this could ra..an an enormous 
cerrespendence without which unfairness might be the end product. 

Your analysis :Ind co. aunt on ,:hat "yril said is not enkind. 't scams and was taken 
to men, which is more i..pirtant, even more than you said. 

Thanks for the ultimate aten-eement. But inst.ad of lookine  at it in ties way, that I 
was right, I think you could serve  ourself better when you have time in thinking it over 
begInning with why (Licht t I think of it this way? Thus you can loam from it and perhaps 
expand the ways in whieE you can approach probklms. Remember the Geoffrey ;;axe Poerrini 
taszDareazilise avout these wise blind men bf Jluedustan ehen they Jere taken to feel an 
elephant for the first time. If yoe haven't read it, when next at the library get it. I've 
now forgotten the numbe, , but I think it is The Six disc ken of ilinduatan. 

If you will becoming during any school vacation, after you "et .american wroteeque, 
don't bother to ..ail it. You can get it then and I'll pay you thou. also, remind ele that 
I have a really superb old and old-fashioned broif case that was worth e100 in the 1930a 
and i neede repair that was promised on .ridge eve in 	 tave it to you, for I really 
don t need it, an 	,u dan see if it is .0 'th the cost. It is dif 1/4 1.nch cowhide ea..: the 
gueents have Gdven way. I don t think the cost ,ould be ereat and you 11 have 2gatu 
a lifetime of 110,.: of it, a capacity greatly exceeding that if the largest attache caee, 
and a thing of real luxury. If eomethinc,.-  of the quality were available today it would have 
to cone from soneplace like aiglang and would ceet at leant 4200. It is doxa in the cellar 
.ith the correspiondonce with the eompany that says it can cake the repair. 

Now, unless there is kneeled& we should hav,.. or share or unless the potential for 
further damage in the future looks like reality or unless the personal problems with this 
of some of the peop,e involved really do require thought and consideration, let this be 
part of the past except for what good we may be able to extract from it. 'f.his Line of time 
neieher of us should devote to it again saboexesidiemornatf without such need. 

hope the coming school year is a geed one. I haven t seen ye.iterday's paper yet 
(Ida eli:k.,od it for ne e2e4 when I got home last night I-hae to epend the time with her 
sister and the son), haven't gone for a eonring wlak, haven't even gotten today's paper. 
'end 	awaits my taking her grocery shopeing. 

at, 


